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Avoiding Uncle~ Sam
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Could Become Habit
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. CPS
---There have been eases before
where a girl with a masculine
name has received a draft notice
but there seems to ne no history
of this becoming a family problem.
It is, however, for the Doyle
family of Albuquerque.
UNM student Alex Clark Doyle
·is the first female in her family
to receive a draft notice, but she
may not be the last.
The 19-year-old coed has a sister named Wilbur and another
-named Stacey.
Alex, who received her notice
last week, has politely requested
an exemption.
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Solve the puzzle by filling In the clues, 1·16 down. ·Numbers after ~tach clue Indicate
the letters per word. Skip a space between words, Letters spotted throuchout the
puzzle are there to help you determine where to poslllon your answer. The puzzle
answers will appear Jn the bordered horizontal lines.

The Puzzle
Here's an old radio favorite, two of
the main characters and the name of
the creator of the sbow.
The Clues
I. Lancaster-imprisoned (7)
2. Turk wooed her in Come Back,
Little Sheba (5, 5)
3. This long-running hit starred a
D.A. (1, 4, 4)
4. Star of Checkmate (6)
5. Captain Grey Holden (7}

6. Windy in A Walk In The Sun
(4, 7)

7. Pat Garrett in 13 Down {6, 6}
8. Kid Shilleen (3, 6)
9. (Blank)
10. Bernard Lee (1)
II. Main character in 13 Down (5,
3, 3)
12. Mingo (2, 4)
13. Western of the early '40s (3, 6)
14, Gidget's dad (6)
15. Law and order in TV's Bus Stop

•

A UNM: professor, Dr. Shlomo
Kami, associate professor of electrical engineering, has published
a book entitled "Network Tbeory:
Analysis and Synthesis."
The book, an advanced engineering textbook of 516 pages,
contains information on equivalent networks by matrix partitioning, and derivation of net-

work functions from time delay
specifications.
Dr. Kami, born in Poland,
moved to Israel in 1936. He
earned bis Ph.D. in 1960 from the
University of Illinois. Dr. Karni,
whose special interests are network synthesis and magnetic
circuits, is a member of Tau Beta
Pi and Sigma Xi, engineering .fraternities.

But preHier than

Others
And always there
when you want it
when you need it

AROMATIC SMOliN& TOBACCO
Enjoy a free full-size pouch of
Burgundy. An aromatic blend of
vintage tobaccos, fine taste and
pleasant wine aroma, for the
smoothest smoke ever to come
out of a pipe. Clip the coupon
now. Cheers!
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Records up to 6 hours
on One Tape

Was$89.95

Now Only S5995
SOUND by

z

I

CLASSlFIED ADVIilRTJBING RATES:
• line ad., 6Se-4 tim.., f2.00. IDienlona
miJit be submitted by noon on daT before
publkatloti fo"J!Gom 1611, Stud<nt Publlea·
tlont Building. Pbone 211·C002 or 217-clOZ.
FOR SALE
I BEDROOM, 1 bath, fireplace, oeparate
dining room, comer lot W/a)Jq ....,_
to walled yard w/lnner walled patio. 0.8
mlleo to UNM. 323 Amherst Dr. SE.
$14.260: ff50 down. 211-2020: 256-1243.
4/22, 25, 27, 28.
11150 CHEVROLET 2-door, Good condl·
tlon, Asking f176. Call zc:MGU. C/27,
28, 211.
SWIMMING oool. Fenced end ftltered, Excellent 8 room home, 1% batlul, garqe,
barbeQue, patloii landscaping. Hard wood
ftoors, ducted eatlnrr & cooling, SJ)Ot.
leso. Extraa. Sl9,000. Faculty owner,
255-8228. 4/27, 28, 29, 5/2.
HAND KNIT all wool roll collar J)Onehored and grey, fl5.00. Will also knit otb·
ers to your color aeledlon. P. Boyd,
256-2862. 4/27. 28, 29, 5/2 •.
MUST cell or trade--Poncbe 1960 hardtop
wnvertible. Make ofl'er. Call Dr. Chapman,
29B·148C.
ol-13, 27
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER. saleS " repair, Special
rates to UNM atuden!d on all maehln ...
Free Pickup " delivery. E " E T}'pe·
writer Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone
2f3·0588.
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MAY t
SEASON OPENING

ALBUQUERQUE DRAGWAY
4 Miles south on Broadway to Los
Picaros Road then east 3 miles.
"FOLLOW THE SIGNS."
Management:
NEW MEXICO TIMING ASSOC.
TROPHIES AWARDED ALL CLASSES
CHRONDEX TIMING CLOCKS

HOW DO YOU STUDY? With twelve week exams starting today the LOBO thought in would be
interesting to contrast different approaches to a spring cram session. Apparently, the sun bather type
and the library type can be easily identified by the degree of sun t<tn.-_____________~.:w:..:a=r_:_:w.:a::.s..:a~r:.:e::.su.::.l:.::t_o:.:f::....:a:...:.se_r_i_es....:...pf

No liquor ollowed on grounds
RACES EVERY ht ond 3rd SUNDAY!

Senate to Decide
'•

On
••

UNM Professor Publishes a Book

USI

Near the University

3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)
255-1695

PERSO:ti/ALJZED and cteatlve alterations
and rml;yllng, Sewing and mending. Mn.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (el011e to Unl•
verslty), phone 242·7533•.
PERSONALS
GIRL to share apartment expenal!!l with
working woman and omall oon. 2 Blocks
from bu.o line. Call Carol at 242·8051
between 8 am·5 pm, C/22, 25, 27.
GREETING cardl tor eVeey Mcaalon. Con·
letbJ)Oral')lf. Moth&'' Da:r. Allo Quality
Wedding nvitatlons. Grl!<lham'o HoWie of
Hallmark, 3G01 Lomaa NE.
Fl.YING atudento check our new lower
rates, Ask about the $5.00 Introductory
ofl'er, MaM additional teatur.. at no
elCtra eOIIt. Call SOuthwestern Skyways.

Envoy. Talk~

·By TIM HUNTER
"All of us are victim$ of the
war . . . the Vietnamese, the
Chinese, the Americans, the
French ... we are all victims in a
modern tradgedy," said Tra,n Van
Dinh at Friday night's speech in
the Uni<m.
Van Dinh, who spoke on the
war in Viet nam, is the .chief correspondent in Washington for the
"Saigon Post." He was the Vietnamese ambassador in the United
States for year and a half during
the Diem government.
A one time brigadier general in
the nationalist-Communist Vietminh army. Van Dinh said the

(6, 6)

Not as pretty as some
Tutors

.'

GATE OPENS 7:00A.M.
TIME TRIALS 8:00 A.M.
ELIMINATIONS 1:00 P.M.

1na
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.:Ex-Viel

16. Jody Baxter's Pet (3, 8)
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On Conflict:'s 'Status

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
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Oil

ALEXANDER WILSON

DRAG RACES

With ,.Summer approaching, t~
LOBO stalf is reluctantly considering the prospect of leaving
their 9·m!lnth vacation for: a a.
month job.

No. 102

Closed Mondoy
CLAREMONT

-First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.
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ITALIAN PINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

3009 Central N.E.

18
vintage
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Write: P..O. Box 11381, Albuquen:JUe

7 rYUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Reservations Advisable
Dinner 5:00 to 9:30 p.m.
SundQy Pinner N9on to 9 p.m.

K

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

'3~1,

EXICOLOBO

DIAL 344-3182

Exhibition

STUDENT CHAPTER NOW FORMING

EW

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE

The UNM Conservative Forum
will meet Monday evening at 7:30
in Room 250~C- of the Union. A
short film will be shown, the film
relates to the crisis in South
Africa.
Members, former members and
visitors are welcome to, take part
in the meeting and in discussions.

L

B

-Rightist Forum
To ·Meet Monday

Student Senate will "take care
pf the yell-leader situation" at its
meeting Tuesday night, ASUNM
vice-president Jim McAdams said

Open 9.9 Mon.- Sat. - All Doy Sun.

yesteT(!:v;:. He Ut:'ged 311 interested
attend l!Ji·e ses!l'ion.
! Senate to Decide

..... 2474«!2

partie.!fr~

MOTHER'S DAY

"Theii' (the Yell-leadei·'s) budget is ln the Senate budget," McAdams said. "We'll decide how
to dispose of the money."
·
McAdams said Senate would
also approve its by-laws and
standing rules, and would discuss
administrative salaries. He said
that he did not believe the recent
poposal to pay senators would
pass.
Positions Open
The following positions in stu·
dent govl!rnment are open for the
1966~67 schopl year: Publications

MAY
Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked orr the
football team just
because he flUnked
six out or tour or
his 11ajors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
!ALLACE MIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
protest because The Chancellor wouldn't allow the
publication or certain salacious portions or
"Night. In a Girl's Dormitory"
you just sat, didn't you?
You've made a mockery or your
life, Wallace Middendorpl
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Uiddendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Or dl'ink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle or Sprite at
the next campus speak-out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses,
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls ot ivy,
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp, Do these things
and what big corporation ls 1
going to hire you?

Yeii~Leaders

Russia Parades Missiles
MOSCOW - Russia paraded
its military might through Red
Square in Moscow today despite
a continuous drizzle. The emphasis was on missile mobility. Many
of the rockets rode on self-pro:Pelled launching ramps and the
maneuverability they gained as
a result would make it particu·
larly difficult for attacking missiles to destroy them. One Western expert said, "this sort of mobility gives Russia, in effect, a
land-based polaries force.''

-oU-THANT RULES OUT U.N.
HELP IN ASIA .
LONDON UN, Secretary
General Thant says he believes,
'the Security Council cannot be
involved usefully in finding a solution to the Viet Nam question/'
Thant made the comment in a
London interview recorded last

Editor Deaqline Is
Tomorrow, May 3
Students interested in applying
for editorship openings in the
1966-67 LOBO, the 1966 Summer
· LOBO, the 1967 MIRAGE, and
the 'fHUNDERBIRD magazine
are reminded that the deadline
for ,submitting their applications
is noon, tomorrow.
All applicants are expected to
attend the May 5 Student Pub·
lication!! ·Board meeting at 7:30
p.m. in the MIRAGE office.

week and shown on British television yesterday.
-o-

u.s. TROOPS KILL 131

VIETCONG
SAIGON -· U.S. troops were
reported to have fought machine
gun fire from across the neutralist Cambodian border in one direction while killing 131. Viet
Cong on the South Vietnamese
side of the frontier in the other
direction. And in Saigon, Communist led demonstrators celebrated
May day by trying to march on
the U.S. embassy shouting "Yankee go home.''

Rothenberg Gives
Talk on Warfare
A lecture on guerrilla warfare
will be given by Dr. Gunther E.
Rothenberg at the UNM in Room
231 of the Union on Tuesday, May
3, from 7-11 p.m.
The speech, which is open to the
public free of charge, was ar•
ranged by the UNM Air Force
ROTC.
At the University of Illinois
Dr. Rothenberg earned his Ph.D.
in early modern history with em·
phasis on Central and Eastern
European affairs. He is the author
of "The Military Border ill Cro·
atia, 1740-1881.'' Dr. Rothenberg
is a professor of history at UNM.

MRS. GANDHI DEFENDS
HER GOVERNMENT
NEW DELIII -· Indian Prime
Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi has
defended he government's willingness to accept foreign financial
aid. In a speech in New Delhi
Saturda, Mrs. Gandhi said Indians will control a proposed Indian-American education foundatton. She added, "American money
will be much less than our own."
-oKENYA'S PRESIDENT WARNS
AGAINST INTERFERENCE
NAIROBI, Kenya - The ,president of Kenya told a May Day
rally in Nairobi today 'that his
patience is running out and that
anone interfering with his government will be jailed and sen-.
tenced to hard labor. President
Kenyatta .told some 20-thousand
persons that "the war is on
against left-wing dissidents.''
-oSENATE INVESTIGATORS
CHARGE DEFENSE
DEPAltTMENT OF
STOCKPILING
WASHINGTON - Senate in·
vestigators today charged that
the Defense Department has
stockpiled or sold equipment need·
ed in the Viet Nam war. Defense
Sel'retary McNamara has 'denied
all such previous chat•ges. However, the Pentagon had no comment on yesterday's previous
allegations by 15 Senate staft'
members.

Board, three members and one
chairman; Radio Board, four
members and a chairman; Cultural Committee, six members
and a chairman; ltally ('!ommit..

. feet thr- mem'bers

-a·• ,cJo.,f.,•

man; Committee on the Univer·
'sity, a chairman; Student Affairs,
three members and a chairman;
NSA Committee, two members;
National and Internathmal Affairs, two members and a chairman; Intramurals and Recreation Board, three members and a
chairman; _and .. Student .. Court,
three assistant justices and a
chief justice.
Applications are also available
for the position of ASUNM Secretary for the coming year. At
1 present, the thirty hour a week
job pays $248 a month. Training
for the position would begin this
.spring.

Old Committees
.Asked to Remain
In an executive ruling, ASUNM
President Dan Dennison has asked that all committees operating
under the old constitution continue in operation until the end
of the year.·
In the ruling Dennison said,
"It is my opinion that the existing committees as established by
the old constitution should remain
functioning until the end of the
academic year. All committee
members will retain their positions.
"I feel this will be the 'most efficient thing to do in efficiently
implementing an entirely new system as soon as possible.''
Dennison said he made the ruling because committee members
had been in doubt about how long
they would keep fullctioning in
their positions. Committee and
board appointments for the 196667 academic year will be made
this spring.

Dixie Day
Kappa Alpha fraternity will
hold its annual Dixie Day, May
13 and 14. Traditional cannon
firing will begin the festivities
Friday night with the Dixie Ball
culminating the events Saturday
evening, at which the Kappa
Alpha Rose will be announced.

events going back to the Japanese
occupation in World War II. He
said that China "is the reason"
for much of the fighting in Viet
Nam, both recently and in the
past. Van Dinh sees · the military
situation as ·"impossible.'' The
U.S. and its allies "cannot be defeated," neither· can the Viet
Cong. He asserted that both the
~'Hawk" and "Dove" positions
were unacceptable.
''The war is not wholely mili·
tary,'' he said. "Social and political situations" are very important, but have been overlook by
many, he added. At the same
time Van Dinh saw that the "U.S.
cannot get out.''
The Americans, according to
Van Dinh, "have moralized the
issue of war seeing it has a struggle between democracy and the
Communists."
"American committment is dangerous, a complete withdrawal , •
would be interpredid as a defeat,"
observed Van Dinh. He said that a
compromise of' the military problem would be to ad'bpt the Gavin
and Ridgeway strategies, which
would involVe holding of enclaves
and coastal pockets.
He said that the strategy of the
Communists is to get the Ameri·
- cans.:anq allies ·'-'deev}Y ellVW'ifd.'' .-, .
He asserted that tlle war was escalating and that "the escalat~
is not always in our hands.'' ·
At the same time Van Dinh
found the American political situation "very vague.'' He said that
President Johnson is single person most responsible for Viet
Nam policy and that Johnson "is
(Continued on page 7)
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Engineer Student
Con Go to Mexico
If you are a ·student who_ would
like to spend the summer in Mexico, and particularly if you are an
engineering student who would
like to spend the summer in M'W
ico · and also gain some practical
knowledge, you now have a.
chance.
A family in Monclova, Mexico
(near Saltillo in the state of
Coahuila.) would like to have a
stud'ent spend the summer in their
home in exchange for the same
privilege for one of their children.
The family is German, but they
also speak English and Spanish,
so there would be no language ,
problem.
The father is a mechanical engineer at the Altoshornos steel
mill, the largest steel mill in Mex·
ico, and ·an engineering . student
who so wished could visit the plant
and gain practical knowledge in
Metallurgy, mechanical engineering, or civil engineering.
~"The company provides a "coun·
try club" with a golf course, tennis courts, and a swimming pool
for its employees. Two-thirds .of
the employees are American.
•
Interested students may call
Fernando Arguelles at 255-1429
for all details and information
about how, to contact this family.

Budget Approved
The stlldent body has ap.
proved the $201,809 ASUNM
budget for 1966-67, Elections
Committee Chairman Ward
Koeberle reported Sunday. The
budget was iMluded in the
April 22 elections.
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Honor l~gar
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Tom lsgar,· a foul'th .year. stu. Alpha Theta Awards for poetry Williams, Becky Wilson, Sandra Phi freshman honor roll were land, Pocatello,. Idaho;' Mary Dident, accepted three awards at contest, with Barry Garcia, AJ. Ulibarri and Vicki Voida.
Deanna Marie Cooper, Stephen ane·:Bethelson, Kansas City, Mo.;
b-.
this year's Honors Assembly for JmquerqJte, -:;;.econd. .
. Others are Jean Carr, Kathy Martin, William Pickens, Judith Diana ,•Tidyman, Orlando, Fla.;
01
Second· an.d thh;d' plQ..ces in the Kahn Mahon, Santa Fe; Mary K. Stahl, Robin Gordon, David Haa- Claire Gaskill, San Jose, Calif.;
his own work and was-· given a..
le
fourth for the organization he ·short story contest.went to Edith Daly, Los Alamos; Jean. Anne land, Janet Frank, Donald Winge, John. Lybolt, Chicago, Ill.; Ruth
represents.
Higgins,· Roswell~ .25 for her · Shulse, Alamogordo; Carolyn William Blenkle, Clifton Mcln- Ryder, Akron, Ohio,. and Car!lle
fl
. A philosophy major from Du-- · short stiiry; ""The Professionals," Blasdel, Amarillo, Texas; Cheryl tosh, Joseph Davis, Dale Nichols, Farris, Grants.
rango, Co1o., Isgar spearheaded plus .an honorable mention for a Boward, Falls Church, Va.; Kathy Margaret Wells, Phyllis Karrh,
--------the formation of the Albuquerque second· story, ~'Post-Marital," imd Lander, Del Mar, Calif.; Rita Me. Linda Brewer, Georgie Frederick,
·ir
tTutoring Council and served as Alfred Bowden, '15, for'his "The Farland, Cortez, Colo.; Nancy Mildred. Morphew, Susan Sherwin,
the· campus representative. His Teeth.''
·
Owens, Miami, Okla.; Janet Rice, Martin Cheney, Michael Jordan,
n
work earned him the "Out!;tapdiJtg.
Mortar Board Taps
Clyde, N.Y;; Kathy Rosl!, Arling- Mary Potvin, Kathleen Gaynor,
Senior Man's Award," given by
Coeds "U!.PPI!d". fol' . Mortar ton, Texas; . Mary Lee Tilford, Edward Hampson, Jerryl Langt.
the LOBO, student newspaper; :Qoard, Iionorary for senior women, Wichita, Kans.; Deyne Tompkins, ner, Rosslyn Mynatt, Robert
· Dr. Sherman Smith, administrar,
tme Alum'!li Citizenship Award. include Nikki Brown, Ellen Coyne, Bethesda, Md., and Christine Friedberg, Kathryn Wiener, tive vice president and chairman
an.d the Inter-Religious Council Elizabeth Davies, Cheryl Fossum,
Sophotnore Men Honored
Karen Radick, Mary Bronson, of the . Concert Hall Board, has
lr
Award. The tutoring service Kathy Bayes, Mary Louise Kinne, Wenk, Lubbock, Texas.
Franklin Perry, Mary Frye, Den- announced the appointment of
~
.·was given t,he Henry Kiker Me- Diane Moeller, Kay Nation; Kathy . , Vigilante, honorary for sopho- .nis Kraft, Shirley Nowacki, Rob- William J. Martin as Concert Hall
_ morial Award from the student Otis, Janie Stower11 and . Redd inore men, listed 10 Albuquerque- ert McAulay, MarilYJI. BUdner, director.
Martin currently holds the
government.
Torres, all of· Albuquerque; ans as members: Ray Baca, Don NancyJohnson,JanyceKerr,Rob"Outstanding Senior :Woman," - Sharon Brandenburg, Taos; Neta · Caughran, Frank Cheston, Claude · ert McNeill and Joan Morin, all of Hough Chair of Fine Arta at CuiAdelia Sasaki, Albuquerque, also Coester, Anthony; Joan Good- Conner, Larry . Clevenger, Jeff Albuquerque.
ver Military Academy, Culver, Inreceived the Mike S. Milliken Me- man, Santa Fe.; Carolyn Haddock, Barris, Wally Melendres,, :Ron.
More OatstandingFftllhman·. . diana. He will join the UNM stair
morial Prize in chemistry,
Batch; Mary Jo Veatch, Roswell; Segel, Thomas. Soleriberger,. and
• Others· are Eileen Tallmadge,_ in July. The Concert Hall, being
The. LOBO's · choice for out- · Pat Wallace, Hobbs; Karen Can- Robert Stort;Y·
.
Joseph Trujillo, Jr., and Carol . built as an addition ta the Fine
standing senior athlete went to trell, San Antorfi'o, Texas; Lynne
The remamder mcludes: John Talafous all Los Alamos·· Donald Arta Center, will be ready for use
will be in charge.
Dick- Ness, Las .Cruces, and a new . Frindell, Dallas, Texas, and Maria Bannerman,. Grants; Bruce. Car- .. S. Drees:n and Lennice :tz:mpman, this fall.
·.
set up
the paper, "<?ut- Marques, -Bava!la, Cuba. .
michael, Richard Thomas · and· both Cedar Crest· Katherine J. -of programming and operations
·7"".
stlindmg Councilman," recogmzed ,. . . Blue Key P1cks Membera
Douglas Speegle, all Hobbs; Rob- .. Robertson ·.and ~ Jerri 'Ann fo;r the ·concert Ball and, in ad. Jess Sandoval, Farmington, for
Blue Key members for 1966- . ert Carr, Roswell; Ger!lld Dodd, . Schwartz, bc.th Santa.Fe; William dition, will give leadership in the
.. hi.s work during the past year,
6.7; 'include 15 Albuquerqueans: Alamogordo; . Roger
F. Guy . II, _Farmington;. !>avid neld. of performing arts at the
Top Senior Announced··
Stephen· Bacchus, - Dick Baker, Portales; Patrick
Baumgardner, Gallup; Maureen programming of off-campus events ,
Sandra Rolle Moody, physics Thomas Bianchi, Michael G. Robert Love, Lovmgton;
Barker, and Keith Knightsen, that concern. the performing arts.
. and. mathematics major with a Byrne, Thomas Derryberry, Mark Romero, Santa Fe; James Dmes, ·both Carlsbad· Jonathan Amastee
3.98· average. out .of a possible Epstein, Warren Fischer, Jr., Joplin, Mo.; Thomas Goers, Dun- Lincoln; Will~m Hately, HickaO:
4.0, was acknowledged top senior James Flags~d, Larry Gassm~n, dee, Ill.; Alfred Green, Lompoc, AFB· Robert Mercer Penfield
by Phi Kappa Phi, national honor. Steve:n Komadma, .Harry C. Lin- . Calif.; Joseph Ribhtmyer., Terry- N.Y.·,' Samuel Bradlev,' Holtville,'
society.
neman, Jr., Bruce Lites, Fred N. to
G tn La
d M k Tru
"
1 e
Five freshmen commended at Mortensen II, Andrew Paquet, Jr., J..1 T r:S :• Jd! an
- Calif.; Caroline Gellrick, l_Udge1 ' u 0 '
the first night assembly ever con- and Dennis Smith: Others are
Iz.
wood, N.J.; Sharon Somppi, AuSTUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ducted by Blue Key, honorary for Arthur Beach, Belen; Anthony
Freshman Honor Roll
rora, Colo.; Ronald Landbloom,
AlSO: Flats $1.00
lube $1.00
senior men, were. Deanna Marie . Bell, Jr., and John Roheven, both
Announced on the Phi Kappa Window Rock, Ariz.; Don R. Eng,501 YAlE S.E.
247.()858
Cooper, William Pickens, .Ann Alamogordo; Jerald and Richard
•
Stahl and Stephen Martin, all AI- Bobsen, brothers from Anthony;
buquerkue, and Eileen Talsmadge, Ronald May, Carlsbad; James
Los Alamos, for a 4.0
McAdams, Hobbs; Lanny RoWoodrow Wilson Students
minger, Silver City; Sam Scaling,
Woodrow Wilson students an- Roswell; Richard A. Byhre, Long
nounced are David M. · BughO!l, Beach, Calif.; :William T. Gregory
American history; Janet Ellen III, Belton, Texas; Professors
McCormack, English, James C. Richard C. Dove, Frank C. BibMoore, art history, and Anne K. ben and Donald E. Skabelund, facWiggins, English, all of Albu- ulty members.
querque,
Las Campanas List
The Betty Hall Memorial award
Las Campanaa "tap-outs" list
to the outstanding junior woman Betty Canoyer, Deanna Cooper,
went to Neta Cotster, Anthony; Patricia Davidson, Diane Dotta.!fllobile the Associated Women Stu- vio, Mollie Erwin, Mary Ann
dents recognized Maria Teresa Frye, Anna Jane Barrell, Roberta
Marques and Alina Florencia Barris, Marilyn Bildner, Karen
Puig, both Cuban refuge students, Keller, Karen Knadjian, Brenda
for their contributions to UNM.
Kuhlman, Rosslyn Mynatt, Shir. Spurs, honorary for sophomore ley Nowacki, Carol Roth, Susan
women, named Karen Knadjian, Sherwin, Marsha Willis, Kathy
Albuquerque, "Spur of the Mo- York, all of the Duke City; Maument," as top student and Winnie reen Barker, Carlsbad; Jo Garcia,
DeVore, Albuquerque, received Roswell; Carol Talafous, .Los Alathe $50 as outstanding freshman mos; Diane Berthe1son, Kansas
woman.
City, Mo.; Caroline Gellrick,
·RidgewoQd, N.J.; Sue Hardin,
Professor Honored
Englewood, Colo.; Lynna Joseph,
San Antonio~ Texas; Mary Ellerl ,
Miller, Wichita Falls, ·Texas;
Susan Pocras,. Las Vegas, Nev.;
Susan Snow, LaPaz, Bolivia, and
Sharon Sompii, Aurora, Colo.
+
6. Space propulsion, As our
Chaaka Names 32
space flights cover greater
-Ciiaaka, .honorary for junior
and greater distances, protnen•.naiil.ed 32 members,, includpulsion-more than any. ing :Basketbatl·;-coaeh Bob 'King.
thing else-will become the
' From Albuquerque are Ronald
limiting facror. New lue~ •
. Allred, Siiln Carne9, Martin Cheand new propulsion tech~ ney,."'Josepli ·navis, Jameil Ellis,
niques must be found, iF we
Alv§ro Martin, .Robert McAulay,
are to lo:eep on exploring
William Pickens, Thomas· Stephthe myslerfes of space. And
enson, John Thorson and Arthur
if may well be an Air force
Verardo,
scientist on his first assignOthers ,are William Carr, Santa
ment who makll$ lhe big
Fe; John_ England and Charles A.
breal:lhfollgh!
Miller, b.oth' _.Mamogorcto: Jert'y
7. ·Pilot performance.
Jones, William Kirby and Randall
imporranl fests.musf slill be
Trembly, all Belen: David ·Miller,
made to deletmine how the
Roswell; Charles Noland, Artesia;
pilafs of manned aero•.
Joseph Trujillo, Los Alamos; Sam1• ...,..,. Ill space. If some!hing goes
·spacecraft will react to
uel Bradley, Holtville, Calif.;
wrong with a vehicle in orbit, how con it
Johnny Burnham, Camden, Ark.;
Dr. Stanley Newman
, long periods away from
be fixed? Answers must b& found, if largeDr. Stanley Newman, Anthro- William· Eddy, Cranston, R.I.;
the earth. Of course
scale space operations ore to lx!come o
pology department, was an- Douglas Gatchell, Tulsa, Okla;
not ·every new Air
reor~~y. for this and other ossiglllll$nls Air
nounced by Las Campanas, hon- Wiiiiam Hately, Hickam AFB,
force officer be·
force scientisls and engineers will be 4. Space orientation, The orbital prob- comes Involved In research and develop·
orary for junior women, as their Hawaii; Donald Murphy, Elgin
called on to answer in the next few years, lems of a spacecraft, including its abilily ment right away. 8ut where the mast ex•
~aoice of "Professor of the Year/' AFB, Florida, and Thomas Top.
we
need the best brains available.
to man!!UYer over selecled points on the
Raymond W. Sweet, Albuquer- pino, Metairie, La. ·
tHing odvances ore
earth,
ore of vital importance to the milique senior, received the LeRoy
Spurs Picks 47
toling place, young
2. lunar landfn8. The .tary utilization of space. Thoro are pleniy
Gibson Memorial Award for top
Forty-seven '.'tap-outs" for
Air force scientists.
exact composition .of "
of
assignments for young Air force physi-honors in the chemistry depart- Spurs, .honorary for second year
the lunor. su;foce, os
administrators.
cists in this atea.
inent.
women include from Albuquerque:
well as strucrvrot
pilots. and englneerl
Frederick Fields, Westport, Kay Amold, Barbara Beeker,
and pr()plilsion char·
ore on the scene.
Conn., won the $25 Kappa Kappa Lynda Begnaud, Dottie Boatman,
octeristlcsofthefpace
Wont to· find out how you fit Into the'
Gamma Alumnae Memorial Prize Leona (Rusty) Bauman, Eliza·
vehicle, enter Into
·
"'
Air
force pleltlre? Contact your nearest
for poetry in the 1966 creative beth Browining, JoAnn eastonthis problem. lmportont stucfv remains to
Air
Force
represenlatlve, or mall the couwriting contest sponsored _by the guay, Linda Clark, Margie .Daw•
be done and, os on Air Force officer,
pontodav.
.
.
English department and Thunder- son, Winnie .D~rVore, Darcie Dittyou coufcl be 1he one to do it!
blrd, tTNM literary magazine. He berner, Alex Doyle, Tina Eliott,
I. Ufe eupport lalolotr• The filling of
also took $60 first prize for his Susan· Faulkner, Alicia Jeung,
UNIIIO
JioiCI
loll A, Dttpl~ SCP.U
metabolic needs over very extended perf.
short story, "Before They Went," Michel Kehoe, Anne K-night, Lucy
.,....,,,., Nl, T..Os181<111
od$ of t(Die ill SpaCe Is one of the mast
in the Lenna M. Todd Memorial Lindenborn, ~at Luck, M!li'Y Maefascinating subfects that
Short Story contect.
.
Pherson, Kathy McLean, · Jane
~-~------~~~-----Other winners in the ·creative · Mullins, · J"anet Peacock, Elaine
Air Force scientists are in· 5, S,Mrgetlc plane chonglllf. The oblf. Add,.
Co"eae~---....,..--.tlouo"'---.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
writing contests . incliJde . K!!IIY . Polanco, . Carolyn R<lsa, Carol
vesllgating. The resulfs ily of a spacecraft to change a&itude con
McGuire, Albuquerque, $15, for Sperling, Jane Spi'Vey, Karen
promise to hove vital ram- also be crucial to space operations. Where o Cl!v·----sro~e_..._.~.,,eo.r._
................ ....
0 _____________
her group of poems in the Kappa Schoen; Jane Wiggins, Ma~~n!:'.~ . _,
lflco!ions fM our lif6 on but in the Ail Force could Se.B.'s get the ._
..::«<Xifi•.blwtfl_uin.®tet .~e lo worl on such fascinating prp~.
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Here ar~ 7 knotty problems
facing the Air Force:

can you help us solve one?
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NEW MEXICO LOBO ,

Honor Is Refused
By Richorrl Nixon

Veterans Information

Town Club Pions«
Week ::of Socials

PATRONIZE. LOBO. ADVERTISERS~

Q-My father received a small
pension from ·the Veteran• Administration until hi.B death four
- '
.
.' .
, ..
..... ' . .
years ago. My sister, through .an
'
,,...,
'
"
accident that occurred when she
... ,
-~-~_;__~-~;___~--'-.,.,..--'- -~·-:-:---:---was a child, is UJiable to earn a
living. I would like to know if she
A busy week filled with a tea,
if sh~ doesn't' gi9e it to you •o •
is entitled to a pension, as she banquet,
ball
·
aiJ.d
recognition
·
of
has never worked and will never special persons will mark: the
. · . · -get it youn>elf!
be able to do so? ·
of Town Club, an IndeA-VA considers a "helJlleaa founding
pendent
social
organization for
child" as one who became per- Albuquerque coeds
at UNM. · · · ;
manently incapable of self~sup
Establish!ld
May
4, 1938, at
port prior to age 18. If this is
your sister's case, you should su:IJ- -UNM, Town Club claims Mrs •
Lindsey, the former
mit medical evidence to the VA Francis
Mary
Jo
Starrett
as its founder.
to support this claim. If the claim
Highlighting
.the
events will be
is upheld, Shl;l will be able ~ re·
the F.ounder's Ba11quet to be held
ceive pension payments.
Q-If a veteran accepts a nop- Saturday (May 7) beginning at
service-connected disability pen- • 6:30 p.m. at the HolidllY Inn. The
sion while trying to Jlrove · th11t "Ideal'' Town Clubber .· Will )le
his d~sability W!lS; service-con- ·,named as well as the Town 'Club
nected will the VA deduct the -Favorite, an· individual w~o ~!Is
monies thaflie' has received from contributed time· and assistance
the nonservice-conhected pension'? ._ to the organization.. Scliolatship · ·· ' .. '"
A-The fact that a veteral} .ac- winners will be named $d g_rad. cepts a n(lnsel'Vi(!e-~onncct«;d dis- uating seniors will be ·recogmzed.
ability pension while tryJ.ng to
Following the· 'banquet,.·"t)le . .,.. ,
prove that the disabilitY is ser- "'Town Club Orchid and Go-l~.. ~ll ..... ,..
vice~ccinnected will in no way inis scheduled 9 until midn~ght~ P,ll;ul · '"
.terfere with the proceedings of his ·Mench and· his Combo will play.
claim: If the veteran should be
Amo11g those invite( arftlir'ee • .. ·
granted service-connection, the VA past ~ponsors, M~ss Eh.~abeth
will make the adjustment to make Simpson, ..Miss Ehzabeth. ;Elder
..........'
sure the veteran receives the and Mrs. Harry· 0, :Mori'Ifi. Tpe
greater benefit.
curre;nt. ,spons<:>r is . M:r.s.. Wa~d •. · · •
.Koeb.e~le, .;ou'p,~elor i~. t~~. ~.tpce "' ... ''C;)I~ii.;'.i;'6'az.;$4.slf'" "':
of the Dean. of·.women.
,r.•· ·· · After.
· ·sh ave,.
''6'b:t··~350'·""'
....
.•. ,...
. ..

ROCBESTEll., N.y. (CPS) Former Vice. Pre!!ident Richard
Nixon wiU not.accept·an honorary
degree from the . University ·of
Roche~ter althoughihe will speak
at the school's commencement exercises.
Last week Nixon announced
that he would not accept a Rochester degree, even if it were
offered, and cited a "policy de. cision" he made when he left the
vice presidency as the reason.
.
Mistaken Premise
Nixon's statement said he has
not accelJted an~ honora~y degree
since he was VIce president and
. that the protests at Rochester
over the possibility of his being
.awarded a degree were based on
a "mistaken premise," · .
Students and p,rofessor.a at RQ!:~. ester had presented the. sc}lool s
administration .. with se~er~l. petitions. protesting the Invitation
to · the former vice president to
speak at the commencement and
the t•umor that he :would be
awarded an honorary degree.
Favored Dismissal
The petitions cited Nixon's
stand in the New Jersey gubernatorial race last fall when he not
only strongly supported the Republican candidate who asked the
dismissal of a Rutgers professor for his public support of the
Viet Cong, but w~nt on ~eco!d
as personally favormg the dismissal of the professor.
The petitions called this a
breach of academic freedom and
asked that no "stamp of approval" in the form of an honorary
degree be awarded Nixon.
Invitation Also Protested
A petition circulated among
members of the senior class !llso
protested the invitation to N1xon
to speak at commencement. The
senior petition said cl?ss ~em
bers did not mind hearmg Nixon
on some other platform at some
other time but they felt "iusu!tcd.'' .
that he was to address them at
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'Deodorant Stlclt,·$1.75 · -·
Buddha Cologne.Glft Plli:l!age;·;t'2
Spray C'otog11e;·s3.'50 "'""" '
. Buddh~ Soap Gift. Set, $4.00, ·· • · · ·
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graduation ceremonies,

In his statement ]ast week
Nixon said he was "heartened by
their (the seniors) willingness to
hear me speak • • . and I am
pleased to confirm that I will deliver the commencem~nt add~ess.''
Nixon said the top1c of h1s address would be academic freedom.
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By LEW AbJ>ERN
The Coll~giate Press Service

_____

:;:
'BY LARRY BEAUPRE _.

"arrangemepts" are ma~e to en- tion. 'very simUar to The Social
sure the ,Athletic Association that Climber, only he isn't quite so
J
The. Collegiate
Press Service
.. .
he111 be-·•here· next 'semester !o , inept.
· A Yale ,Vniversity study has dra wmore cash into· the till.·
The Professional Politician rt;c.ently c0me ?P with a list of
The Reforme'l'-With his pocket Knows every political hack and
•;student types' ·andMgivtes themd_ Mapc in band,. he,_ really believes ward boss in the 11tate, and doesn't
. schoJ.arly names.
os . wou1 any U:ni~rsity where the teacher- min,J telling you so. The l"oUtician
a,gre11 that there are ·defimte clas-' student ratio isQ.'t 1 to 1 is a (a) The Liberal-Forgot one of
sifications
Here· ·are "mu'ttiversity'' with all students the basic concepts of liberals is
, of students.
·
mine:
· . ·· · ·
alienated, though they may not the fr.ee competition of ideas. The
· The .. PI"ofessional Student---He t ad~it .it. J)espera~ly wi~hes this Politician . (b) The Conservative
cliaiiges
just in ~be nick of. Wi!l'~ . Bed~eley so he CQWd "get -Still crying over Brother
~.,
~ v · • • ' ' " • ' · ' '"· .,. •• ·
time tc)"avoid graduation. Finally, some worlc done.'' He wants· to be Barry's demise.
•
IMP'. ·A_·.TIE'N•!)!::A ~ICANS'·' -:_~. ~~ .-...
wh~n heis forced to graduate or a hero, J,lut finds trouble 'tlonvin- The Bali Been-Reminds him'
u.u:.:n
sl~p!:\ .in ,his planning,. ~e has 200 cing anyone. but his fellow 11 Re- self that it's better than being a
11 !I.J!d .a
AMERICANS are .
f)f! ;being:
'impatiept
.from:· f9rmel'J!· that he. is. Will probably Never-Was. Basks in his glories
people~ They are said to lin.d.it hard to wajp_:fgr::success br Pelhey~·t.rl_cal·engineermg_ to ~hlloso-. marry The Bleeding Heart.
of days gone.by. Pity everything'_s
..,.
,
·
The
Bleeding
Heart
--·
She
to beat up under~'thE! long pull. SJrr~:wd;Eluropeans',ha¥e fr.e'fh.e J;>rolesfllional Fiance- He· wisne11-she was a Negro so 11he gone t9 hell since ,he ran it.
quentl:y ·hotedi:liaWS'Americans oemana·]pstaiii"action- a~d ba.~tlll!l his l;!oolrs to. get a job . COllld personally suffer the gross
immedJ.'ate resii}_*'"':; and hOW t_hey Often seek to reduce ;a solely -so .he Ca)J' SUppl)i:f; the most injustice the white man infticts
~«>,
beautiful, wonderful girl ever. He upon the Negro. Likes to use
complicated P,~-~l.em to a simplifiM:foffif!!]~:;_:;,:::_.:;,::: ,_ ..:
will marry her after graduation. · words like "honestly .•• truly ...
While· ·the ·1l:lump1iari'f cour~e~ ~·::~~'i:~ca.n:··histot.y.·::may He rushes his studies. during the · really.'' She is "involved.'' She
·
·
j
<~-t:.'~' ., ... ~ •'t'·. · 1..
week so he Clln go home on week. ' will probably marry the Reformer.
have he]ped breed·"SI.JCh' eharactetist cs' ~iii" Hle pas ' t.,e ends to see· his girl. The extent of
The Social Climber-Definitely
wor]d ~as increasingly: become ~-·p}ae~.::wh~re Sl_l~h· ~ttitod~s his conversation with ·his room- drinks at Kam's so he can be
]ead t~ f.tu·stration rather··-than ·to".SllC"C~ss:··.And' it woufd . mat.e is "My gh;l tol!l me to · · .'' 'noticed. Mimy times associated
appear:tha:t'' America1Js"ll'E!ed'to"':1earn:th18_
t-_· ,_;tr.fetna-m.
The Professional . .Bw~ell.-_
.. He •. with an. activity, but not in the·
.
r
··~
cannot be torn ifolp, ,h111 ~ooks, fulfilled sense that The Aetivity
Tom L. Bonham, a third-year
For there is sti1l a strorijf'oenf ofi~the.•part of public. fig- doesn't know a singl~\!l~t:.~\Jder's Jock (below) is. The Social
student
in the UNM School of
ures t(}· become discouraged if the· 'War doei!"liot result ip name, doesn't date, is dragged Climber is usua11t inept. He
Law
has
given the annual
...,_ .. __ ... ..---... •.
. ....
rarely to the. Union mov~~~and climbs and cllmbll but never gets award of been
l·nstant-_ore.asy:.victor'"•
the
New
Mexico State
07·
he really beheves two hours of anYWhere. He desperately want!!
A case of this appears to be Sen. Richard B. -Russell or st-qdyv 11.rll nellded. for ea<:h 1class .to be important, A variety of The Bar Foundation as an outstanding
Georgia, chairmen of the Senate Armed Services Commit.. hour. He goes to bed at 2 a.m. and Social Climber is the Administra- law student.
The award consists of a comgets up to 6 a.m. He i11 dull but tor's Patsy who loves being rectee, one of the most respe~ted men :in. Congress. and her.eto. makes a 3.~~.0.
ognized by University higher-ups plete 11et of the New Mexico Statfore a strong supporter of' the ·present American policy in
The Mag1c1an - He gets the - in return for an occasional utes. Presentation was made recently during the Mid-Year InstiVietnam. A1thougb Senator Russell has not repudiated that grades, but how remains a mys- cookie.
tery to the Booker. He possesses
The Activity Jock - Life is tute of the New Mexico State Bar.
policy, he has now come forward with a suggestion, which, a wide range of general knowl- worth while as long as the year- Bonham, who has bad an outdespite the pub1icity being given it, is ill-conceived under edge which he calls upon fre- book retains its "Who's Who" sec- standing record in law school
t
quently and confidently during ext ·
currently stands second in his
presen Clrcums ances.
ams. Wh_ere he originally c~yte by
class.
He bas called for a poll to be taken in South Vietnam. If this knowledge is also a mYf;tery.
this poll,shows that a majority of the people Qppose Ameri- A 3-p9inter, on the nose.
can intervention in the war, the United States should withThe Professional Independent'In Virginia
. Doell everything he can to make
draw its troops.
sure nobody mistakes him for a
WE BELIEVE that Senator Russell's proposal is imprac- Greek. The Professional IndepenThree graduat;e students . at
.
·
1
b
·
11
·
dent
Girl,
a
subtype,
·belteves
UNM
will _ present llcientillc
ttc~l for at least three reason~. t wo~\d .. e. VJ,rtua~ Y 1m:-·. studying is more importluit than papers at
the joint · meeting of
possible to organize such a poll in the near future and hope ' dating. The Professional inde- two scientific associations May
hltave it carried through honestly and democratically. We Pendent Boy, another subtype, 1-4 at New Mexico State UniverThe Collegiate Press Service
P
wears uncoordinated socks , and sity, Las Cruces.
doubt if a simple "yea" or "nay" answer to such a poll sweaters.
·
The papers will be read at the
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. would adequately reflect the complex sentiments which
The Professional Greek-·Does New Mexico Academy of Science- Kappa
Alphas across Virginia are
South Vietnamese have on the American presence in their everything he can to make sure Southwestern and Rocky M9un- mourning the loss of their most
·
nobody mistakes him for an IndeDivision of the American cherished symbol-the Confedercountry. Finally, we believe that the fortl}e9ming national. pendent. The Professional Greek tain
Assn. for the Advancement of ate flag.
elections (scheduled for August) will themselves turn out to Girl, a subtype, likes to collect Science gathering.
flag must come down, said
• of poII on th.IS
• and · a numb er 0 f rea
· I t e d ques- pins
,a quaint
phenomenon.
The
be a speetes
James H. Winkler will read a theThe
Professional
Greek
Boy, a definite
directive
sent to all Virginia
paper, co-authored with Dr. Raychapters
9f
the Kappa Alpha
tions.
subtype, wears coordinated socks mond Castle and Dr. Milwn Kahn
Order.
For these reasons we feel that it would be' better
_await and "Sweaters.
of the UNM faculty and dealing
A spokesman for the Virginia
the outcome of the August voting than
s,eek an.y interim
The Drinker-When he studies, with exchange of _iodine atoms
'nobody is quite sure. Where he between various chemical solu- chapters said the directive was
poll of South Vietnamese opinion. The time betwee~ -now · gets his money, nobody is quite tions.
sent following a directive from the
and that voting could be well spent in encouraging the Viet- 'S1lre. ·His -greatest achievement,
Garet E!. Van de Steeg's paper, national fraternity headquarters.
namese to make sure that the voting-and the government ~~~~~ ~~ ~0 bv;~:.n :a~~~~n::; written with Dr. Kahn, will dis- In addition to banning the flag,
cuss preparation of various solu- the statement forbade the wearing
which will stem therefrom~be as complete and as demo- he took an exam drunk.
tions of lodintl, and D. M. Klassen of Confederate uniforms in public.
cratically representative as is possible under Vietnam's
The Professional l!ICk-He is will present ''Luminescence from
According to a nati9nal spokes't'
never ignored by his instrucrors Transition-Metal Complexes," co· man, the directive bas been sent
t
d
war- ense con I IOns.
-he gets either an A or an E! be- authored with Dr. G. A, Crosby,
to all of the · fraternity's 82
-Christian Science Monitor cause he's an athlete, although . also of the faculty.
chapters.
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A recent survey taken to ascertain "What's ~In .Among College StudeQ.ts" has. div11lged a sur.
pJ;ising fact: the most popular
new activity among the_ hop_e of
the future is not sex, nor narcotics, nor cramming themselves
into· phone booths. Today's college students are now channeling 11ll their free time and effort
into academic goldbricking,
"The trend is away from fulfilling responsibilities," flays one
University of Michigan student,
"but g9ofing off .is not enough.
You have to do it without getting
caught and it must be done with
style.''
' Academic goldbricking has
existed for a· long time. But never
before has the academic c!)mmunity recognized it as the art it
tr11ly is. According to the poll,
on hundreds of campuses around
the country, there is aetually hot
competition t!J see who can get
away with doing the least by
using the most credible excuses.
Although there is usually no tangible reward given. to the successful "non-student," champion
,.goldbricks usually enjoy a degree
of respect unequaled by even cum
laude graduates.
How the new trend started is
not quite known. One theory
credits it to compulsory orientation programs for freshmen. According to this theory, anxious
young freshmen eager to purchase
college sweatlilhirts and explore
fraternity and sorority houses,
boycott orientation programs and
discover how easy it is to talk
their way out of it. They take
their new-found experience and
adapt it to skipping classes, missing tests and fabricating papers.
Another theory holds that goldbricking comes from compulsory
ROTC programs. "Here at Penn
State everybody has to take
Army or

everyone

Air Foree ROTC. Since

must

do it and nobody

is particularly interested in it,
you try to get away with as
much as possible. Eventually this
attitude spreads to all other
phases of your college life. Besides, where could you get better
practice in goldbricking than in
a military situation?"
"Why sh9uldn't I try to get away
with what I can? In this world,
it's not what you know, it's how
you use it. I'm doing myself lesa
good by religiously trying to
learn more, than I am by cbann~ling what I already do know
into trying to do less. Besides, if
the ·school really cared, they
would have .stopped me long ago.''
Don't students feel that they
are wasting their money by goldbricking their way -through col·
lege? Is there any practical value
in what they are d~Jing?
"Of course there i&," says one
June graduate. "Now that I've
learned to goldbrick in college,
I'm going to go right out into
the world and avoid the draft.''
But no matter how academic
goldbricking got started, indica-

"·
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.
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Hons are that it's ~\ere to stay. for .cuse even when 'n is. acco_mpaniett the, .,g;o_ldbri~k~;rs is ;fab;rjeating tice is necessarily ht!>re danger~
quite a · few seme:;;ters. In the by a note from a doctor,..
· · tll:rm P<illlel".s....In courses where ous than cutting classe.s ·or· test~,
past, conscientious students were
Says one UCLA· graduate: students. are· ·a11ked W· compile but at schools where· the fac:ulty
respected for, their desire fqr
''During_my
first tlroyears, ~-had their 9WD" survey material, this is .uninformed, f'abl-ica tion· · has
their det:lire for knowledge. But
· ' · . ·· ·," · :
l;J
death11
in
the family (includ- practice,. is mo!lt common, How- ..prospered.
recently good students have been
How do today's ·~ollege aiucoming under censure by theil' ing my grandfather four times), ev~r. fabricated term papers have
been
known
to
appear.
in
cour:;;es
three
cases
of
mono
and
a·
rul'~
dentl!
feel abqut their. new game?
cohorts.
tured appendix. But by the time. I such liS' literature, philosQphy and Surprisingly, there a~e f..ew. !n··
"I. just couldn't understand it,''
a !Ienior, the faculty ·was so even history. Of co~rse this prac- dica~ionl! of even .. !lhgl!t, .gudt.
says one · junior from Syracuse. was
. ..
•t •
" ; '
-.
hip, that it took leukemia- to· get
"I came here to get a good educa- me through chemistry.''
·'
•i . . . .
tion, but once I arrived they ·
A coed from NYU tells an in~
' .
treated me like a· traitor. l had
teresting
story
about
·
how
site
no friends, so dates, and I couldn't
buy a bid from a fraternity. Now learned the cruel facts· of life
I wanted an education as muc.h abtlut · ndssing 'tests, · "l camii ·
during#sprin,g:·,~:
as the next guy, but I ·also wanted· down with a 24·hour virus tla.~ .
to talk t9 someone while I was day of my midterm. l had to miss
exhere. It took me no. time flat to · the test and when I tried
plain
it
to
my
teacher,
'he
num~vacation·
get wise, and you know some- bled something abQut being bo~· ·
thing, the minute I stopped applying myself, I became popular.'' yesterday, and .told mel was ge~-.
ting a zero. Thinking fast, I hurst
"The way I always looked at into tears and told him that I h'ad
it," says one Beaver College coed, reaUy visited a gynee~Jlogist and ·'
.SENDFORvoURF,REEID:cARO!: ,.:: ~- ·: •..
"it really doesn't pay to learn. was two months pregnant; Not,
Nobody in this schoOl cares about
1" --~-~-----------.COLLEGE:REtATIONSDIRECTOif' ..... ·~
.. ,
anything but your grades, so- if only did he forget about the zeJ'!J, ., •·.1, . c/o,_ ~~.era~n·P!~ J:!qtel,; W1!$hington; D;C..-2 _ "' ·
they don't care what I learn, why but he waiv!!d the exam aJto1, fflea~ rqsJ~,mea.f.~eShel:liton.StudenUDCard;
·· ·1· . ··.:· ..
should I? Besidfls, the faculty gether. It just goes. to show~ it
1
(or
a:free
Facu1~(314~sf:~rd).
1-.understand
it ",;
here is SQ gullible that it really ls docsn.'t really pay to be honest in
...... entitles meto_generousdiSCOUntsallyearlong .. . ,. '
I . ;..
a challeng!l to see how much you a corrup't'w~rld.11 1 ' . ·: ·• .,._
·l·.:·atmost~hitOn'~~~-~!~.'M~.r~.n~~-:..
.I·.
can lie, and still make them beAnother'. paphiar pa$time for
lieve you.'' ·
J 'Na/rii! "'
· ''
· · • I.
·J· ~ ... ,.
•... ~. ,,,..
.. I,
Big lies are favored among col-,
legiate goldbricks. Pop11lar opinI
Address•-----------------I
STUDENT'CHAPTER NOW FORMING
ion holds that the bigger the lie,
.
. ' .. .
'
•f
the greater the likelihood the prostuaent [] : · · " .. · ·• : · Teacher [] .
.
• .. .J
JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
fessors will believe. it. Most college faculties have heard the
Wrilel P.O. Box 11381, Albuquerque
small lies so often, that pr~Jfes
sors won't believe an illness ex•• •
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''You got~ great
backhand there, Ken.''
Sportsmen. That's what we have at

The College Inn. Like me'n·Ken. (That's
Ken getting ready to leap o,v~r the net.) .

And there's Althea and Sally 'Lou. They're
the women's hopscotch champions of
Ash Street, N E.
Then there's the gang on The College Inn's
second floor. I've seen lots of games of
"Two-Below," but those boys really
go all out. Like the game last week. _
Abner's team came from 17 points behind
to win it in the last few seconds.
Mark of real champions.
Take old Johnny. A bunch ofthe guys bet .
him he couldn't swim the length ofThe
College Inn pool underwater dragging a

chair out of the dining room. He not only

did it~ he made 1 ~ lengths. Great athlete,

Johnny.

I think environment has a lot to
do with it.' We've got the best .
recreation facilities at The
College Inn. And diet. We'vegQt
great food, too, and plenty of it. · ·

•

Then there's that intangibie something.
Like the New York Yankees used to have.
Just living at The College Inn gives.
you that self-confidence. Like. when
it's my serve at game point, I
just know I'm going to slam it
.
by Sally Lou: · .
Great place, The CoJiege Inn.
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.103 ASH Sl'RilET, Nil• PHON F.: 243-2881

Make reservations now for summer and fall
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is in precisely the same position

Special Announcement

as Sinyavsky and Daniel, and our
pious 1ironounccments about jus•
tice in the Soviet Union are
ludicrous.

10% discount on
presentation of l.D.
lndudes all brand
name merchandise.
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DIAL .344-3182

COVERED WAG

R-rvotions Advl~able
Olnnar ~100 to 9,30 p.m •
Sund&JY Dlnn., Noon to 9 p.111,
Closlld Monday

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRJ'

OLD TOWN
Exhibition by

219

ALEXANDER WILSON

-First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.
.
.·

}a ·pt·ANTE
GALLERY
· · . · . · '
.·
•
· •.

.

.'5002 GIBSON BLVD•. S.E.
•,
2.C HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
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SPECIAL
GIVEN
. . . . 'CONSiDERATiON
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'To ·U;N.M.
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Just call us-24$-5671 for
quick 2-way radio pick-up.
Pay only the regular dry
cleaning charge when you
pick them up in the Fall.

masculine

•

ITIN£RARIES: Fall l!Jfi6 Semester
leaves New Yotk October 20, duration
101 days; to Lisbon, Barcelo!Ja, Marseille,
Civitavecchia (Rome). Pita;eus (Athens),
Istanbul, Alexandria (Cairo), Port Said,
Suez, Bombay, Colombo, Port Swettenbam (Kuala Lumpur), Bangkok, Hong
Kong, Kobe, Yokohama (Tokyo), Hawaii,
arriving Los Angeles February 41 1967•

Save that trunk space for

school momentos.

..
~

Sprlncl967 Semester leaves Los Angeles
February 7, duration 107 days; to La
Guaira (Caracas), Port of Spain (Trini•
dad), Salvador, Montevideo, Buenos
Aires; Rio De Janeiro, Lagos, Dakar,'
Casablanca, Cadiz, Lisbon, Rotterdam
(inland to France, Belgium and the Netherlands), <;openbagen, London, Dublin
(overland to), Galway, arriving NewYork
City May 25, 1967.

ADMISSION: Students admitted to the program must meet regular admission ((ualifi·
cations. of Chapman College and UpOn fulfilling its requirements will receive grades and ·
credits in ae«~rdance with its regularly establislied standards.

1:

For a catalog listing courses for both the Fall and Spring semesters along with rates,
tuition and in-port program costs, fill in the information· below and mail it to:

Phone
2.C3-5671

SHU LION
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NO MINIMUM BUNDLE
FOR STUDENTS

... that's the kind of aroma she ltkes being close to. The aroma of Old Spice.
Crisp, tangy, persuasive, Old Spice •.•
unmistakably the after shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon. , • she's
waiting.
1.25 & 2.00

.

(,.

'

._.....

Director of Admissions
Chapman College, Se-ven Seas Division
Oranae, Califomia92666
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STUDJ:NTS.

Outstanding college and university students are invited to spend these semesters at sea, enrolled for 12-15 units of credit, applicable toward the Bachelor
of Arts, Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Music degrees, or 9-12 units
toward the Master of Arts degree.
Onboard, students will experience a situation of intense academic concentration, supplemented by personal meetings ashore with men who are the
world's leaders, monuments which are the world's heritage, and people whose
apparent differences often prove to bide' human similarities.
College classes will be held during 56 class days at sea in modem, air~
conditioned classrooms and laboratories equipped with all facilities necessary
..
.
.
for course work offered. ·

FREE.

f

255-1~7

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED·...

let Sanitary laundry and
Dry Cleanln!j store them

~,-··

'

mg to contam· Chma.'' He said · ·"
that if Viet Nam were a united
country "it wou.ld be a deterent
·•
.
,
.,
PRESCRIPTIONS . - SICK ROOM SUPPLIES -::- · .RENTAL: AND SALE . OF >
to Chmese . expansion. At the
CRUTCHES, WHEEL. CHAIRS,· WALKERS AND. COOl STEAM VAPORIZERS.
same time he described the north
The Puzzle
6, Peter Lawford was the TV
and the south as being "very suscounterpart of this radio regular · picious" of each other. "North
This gang of clowns just doesn't seem
to add up.
(3, 8)
Viet Nam is not really independSecret Report to Thoro, .Chief of A.U.N.T.-·
7. ~r played S Down's daughter (4,
ant of China," he said.
8. Harbourmaster (8)
. V!ln. Dinh said that two broad
The Clues
9. Robert Culp's first TV series (9)
?Istict1ons could be made r~gar?1. He played a psychopathic goon in
10. Where Thomas Mitchell played
m~ those who propose policy m
a desperate chiller (6, 9)
William Holden's father (3 4)
VIet Nam. There are those who
Infiltration was s~ simple. Those Baptists just welcomed me yes.
2. Frank McHugh played him in
II. Boston Blackie (6)
'
moralize" and those who are
terday with open arms. {Could anyone be SCl stupied as to. 'love.
Three Men on a Horse (10)
12. Frank- Sinatra, Marlon Brando,
"rational." The moralizers are
· ·
Stubby
Kaye
et
al.
(4)
those
who
oppose
the
Viet
Cong
their enemies?) They even invited me to their next meeting.· It
3. Confidant to a real swmger <6>
13, A funny heavy (6, S)
and the Communists on grounds
will not be difficult to convince them that God is dead. Why, they
4. Richard Basehart out on a ledge
14. Hale (6)
of anti-Communism. The rational
have admitted already that the Romans killed him on a cross.
(8, S)
15. He made a play for 7 Down but
approach "is to see the situation
5. I Down pushed him around in
sh~ ~ad young Ideas (5, 6)
as it is," to approach the probAll we have to do is to overcome that silly nonsense. about his ris__th_is_m_o_v_ie_.:.(8..:;)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I_6_._B_n_tJ_sh_R_e_d_(:..9:..)- - - - - - - )em without being tied by moral
ing from the grave.
redudices.
They also showed me the location of the building where they
sel, Jr., director of the Indian
indoctrinate
their youth. It is down the street from their Central
Community Action Center at Ariand Broadway meeting hall.
zona State University, and CharSIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
les S. Owens of the department
Duo \Not the Dynamic)
2100 Central e-., A.1buquerque. New MexiCo
of Indian education in Santa Fe.
'loon• 2~2-GO,.
A.U.N.T. Agent
Your Te>raco Star Dealer
The Kiva Club :for Indian atu- dents at UNM will hold a con- Q-I am a veteran who is receiv:
. P.S. What do I do with the red ribbon they pinned on me?
ference May 6-7 and sponsor the
annual Nizhoni dances May 7, on ing a nonserviee-connected pension from the VA. I would like to
campus.
Theme for the Southwestern know if I can receive my VA penregional meeting is "You, the sion and Social Security benefits
Contemporarl' Indian.'' Discus11ion
at the conference will be on the when I reach age 62 or age 65?
problems and responsibilities of A-A veteran may receive a non. university students who are edu- service pension if otherwise eligcated members of Indian tribes.
CHAPMAN COLLEGE, located in Orange, California, one of
Chairman is Virgil GatewQod, a ible as long as his income withthe oldest eoDeges in the West, is aeeepting applieations for admis·
sophomore architecture student out dependents does not exceed
:from Gallup.
$1,800 or with dependents $3,000
sioQ for two 107-day semesters for the fall of 1966 and the spring
Speakers during the two-day per year. Social Security benefits
of 1967 aboard HoDand·Ameriea Lble's s.s Ryndam. This is the
meet will be Dr. Robert A. Roes- are counted as income.
Copxriaht 1966 Peters. Fischer
NoA()8
Solva the puuk• by flllln& In the clun, l·lto 11own. Num...,. after oach clua lndlcato
the Jau.ts par -.1. Skfp a 1paca btitwean word1, LotteJS 1potted throunout tho .
puule are the!'• to help YOII detarmm. whora to J>OIIItlon JOUr an1war. 11ia puzzle
_ . . , . will appear In the bordoNd horizontal linn.
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ment
through
Soviet ~:::===i::~:::i3:i!i0iiii0::;:9;:::;:Central N.E .. .,
..,.~;;;;;;~;=ir
Union made
is possible
.. 'l'hetheRussians
are worried, morP- worried than
. '. .·
the Americans. They do not want · .
CLINICAL. PHARMACY·
·to defend China.• A coalition gov-

>
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CASA BUON
APP-ETITO
ITALIAN DINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

I

PHONE AL 5·1697
3001 MONTE VlSTA BLVD., N. E ...
i
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seeond year of operation .of Chapman CoDege's floating eampus.
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Kiva Club Will Host
~ay 6 Conference

NoDoz t<eep Alert Tablets fight off
lht hazv. lazy feelings of mental
alugglshness. Noooz help~ restore
vour natural mental vitality••• helps
quicken physical reactioni. You be·
come more naturally alert to people
and condltlona around you. Yet
NoDoz It as safe as coffee. Anytime
•• ,when vou can't afford to be dull,
aharpen your wits with Noooz.
SAFE AS COFFEE

OURS

. . . . . .. ,

.

.

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wit_s
with NoDozTM
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delightftilly'a?tate'·-· y
.
.
... - -· wow an···audience··with' superb ur produ~tw~ came throu!l'h, best
~· Patrons of Ro~ey The~ter ':'ere qualitr of direction, ope must be-. during hiS tunes .as Gahlep, so
~ffered two :VIdely dlvers~fl!ld-, ; in •\\<ith··a·"s\ibshistiaf:ptay; and' ,yell in fact, that we otlg~t ~0
s~age treats Fnd!lY. and Sattudny !ot one which brings to mind how~ celebrate his performance w1th a
ll!.ghts as th~. .;>f(n~ol th;s~J!! ~f,t~vd "~sll!d'DY :l;\1\l i:e'allt.,Jif.e:.".:,;
1 bottle of brandy.
dzama gr~du~t05.:W~!:'e .. pre_s;{.l~ .. ~ _,. ,..~ ~ •-..:>"'"'~-~···-,r~
~
John Poage, another Rodey
bot~ for the enJoyme~t 01
e...
,.
• 1 f
rite dashed about the stage
aud 1ence and the s;rutmy of the
After an ~ojlr or so of ,~oz~ng ~ ~~~ hu torous flair all through
drama department mstructors.
through busui'ess school whlle- wth1 t 11
scenes but really
. The fh·st
.
.
"
e enhimself
or so in a bubbling
'
play, "The TYP 1~~s,
you-age," th'e au d.1 ~nce s pla shed outdid
parwas a gl'im, somewhat unexc1tmg son~e water on therr faces, took trayal of a fidgety cardinal.
and scriptually dull one act offer- .thell' se,~t~ ·and perked up· to ~h~
(like everyone else) came through
ing dealjng.with o_nly two chara~.- tum;, of ~mg Around the Rosar,r
with an unmistakable qqal,ity of
ters Wleldmg highly symbohc or' How Masses Affect J\.fass.
h"
If h'"'h. l·s Ito fanl• and
•
"G-a1"1
• . a WI"ttY which
Jmse was
w !.,.another worthy
.., t'
roles as set agamst
a b ack groun. d
Actualy,
1 eo" 1s
eonof even more i~tcnse symbolism.
excursion into the life and time_s - tribution of the part of D. G.
Paul Cunmng~am · (Thomas ()f the' famed 'astronomer, physi· Buckles, the play's director, and
Bussell) and Sylvm Peyton (Re· dst, etc.; and bat boy for the
ft
.
h'
lay is also an
gina 'Veber) depicted an office cardinals,
a et· seemg IS .P • . •
staff laboring through one day in
Th~ story centers around Ga1i- , obvious graduatmg semo;:
a dismal and bleak com_pany. The
leo's theory that the carch Js liOt,
To the other members of the
day, actually representmg years,
the center of the universe, nor 4 · cast, a warm hand, and ·'!!though
presented nebulous references to does the sun revolve around the , we could not see your faces, we
the trials heartaches, and. occa•
earth rather the sun is center
ld
th
t of ndiance
sional laughs afforded in hfe on and. the plot -centers on which cou
~ce
e sor
•
d
an ent}re scale. .
.
center is center, subject to cen- that m1ght put you on the Ro ey
IIavmg been discouraged w1th sure and even censor by the stage in later months unmasked
the entire play, it is difficult to Catholic church all of which was and leading.
pinpoin! the_ single cau!lal f~c~Or. prod~c~d stage' center.
To beg_m With, a more cthrJlhng
So- well done was the play that
play mlg?t have been ch~sen. as a most of the persons who sneaked
final proJeCt, :for the ~cnpt. Itself out after "The Typists" were
la~ked any sort of. vttahty. that drawn back by the r.obust laugh•
m 1ght hold the audtence down to t
. ult"n f . "Gal"
any degree of interest. Second, the
er res I g ~om
·
. .. _
acting ability of two Rodey veterWe cannot ;un~le out one d1sb·
ans slumped noticeably through- not c_haractertz.ation, as role wet;"e ~
out the entire play, except for changed durmg ea~h scene
Bussell's solo appearances · on change, but "!fe can, bemg ke~nly ··
stage.
aware of VOices and mannerisms
·
Weber
having
shown
offer tribute t? P.erso!'s whose reRegt_na
'. . .
f
markable vartatmn m character
exceptmnal capabthty m past e ''G 1"
uality of hearty·
forts was noted by more than gave
a ~· q
•
one ~erson as underacting her acceptance v1a excell~nt st~gi_ng.
lines. But, in turn, this can be
Dick .Houston, d1~plaY!ng a
attributed to a bad play.
slight atr of professiOnalism to
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Ka:ppa Alpha l!ouse is sponsoring an·all-Grel!k TGIF dance Fxiday afternoon, May·"6, '~~;i iht; ;KA
lio.\ll!e, The .time is 3 ;3Q t~ 5 p.m.
All· Greeks a~e invited, ''

(Continued from Page 1)
just a politician-afraid for defeat.''
·
Van Dinh believes that Johnson
will do "what is most. popular"
and that the only way to change
his mind would be £or public pres,
sures to be brought on the Whit.e;
Hou!le.
.:
In international politics Van
Dinh observed that Tecognit~on of_
Red China, North Viet Nam andthe Viet Cong were stumbling
blocs,
His reasons are:
1. International pressures on
·North Viet Nam are building up.
China is prepared to fight to the
last Vietnamese, and the . Viet_.
IJa~!3Se realize this, They are becoming closer to the Soviet
Union,
·
2. The u.s. ·is' also attempting
. to get Closer f;o ·Russia. A settle"
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compared to the practic-; of cen- mataJy the art of literature will
sorship in other countries, ~ot- . "
I
R bl' 0 f S th Africa be unaffected by tlte censors.
ably the epu IC ' ' ou
' • would like to say that wdters are
.In tha_ last year or ISO we _have
1 th
th t for
"
k
ad
·
finally gotten around to ma tng a ·as per_·en.nia as e_gra.ss,
1
fuss about th•"s country, through each writer
IS Sl
an'11 who
•
in ence
his place
the Unt'ted Nations. But there other Wl sprmg up . .
to cont1·nue tellt'ng stories about
was not much noise made here the wodd
that he sees. I would
when Helen Jpseph, a Soudth Af· like to say, really, that governrican writer, was. senten.ce as a ments do not matter to art.
result of her writing to five years
tt
d
t . '1962 alld fled
But we ID!Ike them rna. er, an
house
arres
·
m
·
'1
·
·
·
th
tt
r
we
make
the country_ . Or·- when simi 11.r in makmg em ma e
strictutes were placed upon AI an 1·t that muc. h harder for writing. as
1
·Paton, who has. achieved immense 'a craft and art to be. pere~m~ ;
popularity in the United States.
we make the censors 1mpor an ·
This is only one example of forThis is unfprtunate because
eign suppressiQn .of free spee.ch, there will always be people who
which happens. to, come-t? mmd do not understand the fundamen·
because it represents one·of the tal fact about a book; if it ofmore· radical instanct;s. Equally fends, you can close it and refuse
horrifying, howev~r, is Alan to read further. A pers!)n who
Ginzburg's account m Fact Maga- ··claims to have been corrupted or
21 ine (certainly it is biased) of his . offended by ·a piece of writing ad1 d
· t'
b
"' dexal
1" • J th t h
or
t):ia an _con\'lC Iqn y a ~·e ·.
mits imp IClt y
a
e was c judgll in Philadelphia fol' dlssenn- . rupted because he 'Y~nted to be
nation of pornography through .. corrupted."' ' .
the mails. We are; not shocked at t We give credence. to thtse peo-
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as

a·n· d "langui'shi'ng· 1.n pri'_son." (Is
it really true that 111l prisoners
"languish?")
I distrust big WOl'ds, and freqttently even medium-sized words.
And I must confess 1 do not
understand why we must react
with such pious, shocked surprise
to Soviet censorship. It is because
this nation above all others has
occupied our national consciousness· iri recent years liS the antipathY of our ~upposed ideals? Is
1-t. _bec.ause w.e wear the white hats
·
··
·
and- they wea'r the black hatsZ
I"contend that this case is pale
.'
.
.

0
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sentences," and ~·to seek justice"
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. - l.d.. seem
~'· " ..
th 1\t'. · case, In fact,- 1·-.am. "~urprised. it
<:ulil\rly'riaive; I_t wou
.
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P oliticaJlu_· 1\llll even ar 1!3 tea11 Y has received as muc}( notice as itf
we' must"forever pose. of honest, has, except that the ~orks o
truthful . you,ngsters contemplat~~ theae ~.w.~;,j!e~.~'"Jt~!ll.•,,b~~!l.~~~de
ing with . astonishment ·a worl4; axai~able to ,the Enghsh•speakml!;
tnat is jaded, opp~rtunistic, and pubhc.• · · •
' ·· · ' " · ' ·
.",Reaction
'the 'coriViCt'ion and
evil.
"""'
·. :We do not ·understand_ D'eGau_.lle,·. si\ntencing has·· b'ebi "Wh 01'1Y un~:- ·
· we did not underst!lrid
·
Th'e... maJQl''
· · · Commu~-'
Nehru;: P'"1edictable.•.
And, as long as we _lgiVe, ]:t_ad t{l; J!:!Jst parti,!l~';',o~!!i~,e;.;~9,e yssR
live wit.h the prqblelll,s oj the c!)l,d.. c~dei!m~~- the ":~l~er._s__ ~r1;:l ~r
'\.llllt; we' stHl do ·not 'underst.and _ m~!!:~J!!-1ill;;?,~,..~!~!!l~l;~~~l1t)le~Sovfet ·uni(lti; }iaff.ictifa:i-Ty'Tn ·-commumsm 11iiiii tlieir ~ltings..
tp.e case of its pgl)ci~~ ~M.,' ul;,;:-.;,'J;I}i~~·:tJ::Ijej it is amtlo.goi:ls to the
timately, we dp .no.t und,!lJ:St~td. fqct. that m t~ev~mted States
ourselves. · · '· · "' · ·· " ·' ' instant ·po'[iul.~rity•ls··dg?arBantteed;
• Last Febl'Ua!f> ~two. ~?Viet-. 1!-~Y be?~-1h~;s~~~ne,: OS on.:
\Vriters, AnClreV. Sin;yavs)ty .. and. - ·Tfie •·Mu,erucan .rea-a ~n wa.s,.
:'tuli D11niel, were convicted of well,. typic;ll of our muvete mt
'-'avin
ublished "anti-'Sd'Viet'"' 'I'na'tt'erS' bf''this nature, (I .a~ no ;
e.-.-·a·npd_ '.~·t';;;;I'es -'-.-·oa-.d·.underc'-·uonvinced .that it is geuume_, .ex-,
n'~::c::c·~
~J:CI.,"' ""'
aw:
t )
p$eudonyms. SiRY~fVBJ>~. ~~.~~: ~!~·!'~ CC-tJt.i"".ttl~~all_~Of a few artiS s.:
•
,
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· · nature: al-e
·
of '(un.American''
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We sent a. et er Q pro e~ '
'
rathe:J:, some writers and thmkers
did. There were 18- of them and
. t
thay
o· re-·
" asked Mr· Kosygm
..
leased the two 1imprisoned
writers.
t
t d ts
A few months a er some s u en
· G
· • h C"nn sent a simi
m . reenWlc ' v ,,
. -
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I would like oo .ay tMtulti·
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·By WILLIAM MYERS
tericed to $even yeariS at hard
.
.
..
labor "11d Da.n,·...l ..to fi, ve. It is not,
The Colle~r;iate p_.ess S!,!rV!Ce ...
...
' '"'
'
'
'
, Ameri'can reae·ti"_ons. to events.-, despite the.. ~uss that h~s _been
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Track Team Falters at .Weekend Meet
The New Mexico trackmen,
paced by the performance of
freshml\n Ken Hell.d, were able to
win only one rell\y at the Mt.
Sll.n Antonio rell\ys in Walnut,
California this past weekend.
Head made up a 15-yard deficit

in the mile relay to give the Lobos
Wins Qaarter Mile
a 3:09.4 victory over the strong
Head also turned in an outSouthern California Striders' standing performance in the open
tel\m who took second place in the quarter mile to win the event
event. The Lobo freshman :ran ''with an official clocking of 46.4.
the anchor leg in 46.4 seconds to ' · Lobo Clarence Robinson, na-.
give New Mexico itS win.
·tional collegiate triple jump record holder, could place no better
than fourth in··.that event. Sophomore Art Baxter of New Mexico
tljrned in a surprising jump pf
51-0 % to take third place. Robins6n also went 51-0 % but Baxter's
second best jump pf the day
EDITOR CHUCK LANIER
was 50-7 % while Robinson's was
onlyq 50-7. SC Strider Mark Walker took the triple jump with 5310 ~"
Lobos Disqualified
In the 440-yard relay the Lobos
built up a large lead but anchor
man Steve Caminiti started too
soon and had to come to a complete stop before receiving the
baton from team mate Rene Matison. Caminiti made a strong finish to take third place but the
Lobo team was disqualified for
exchanging the baton out of the
hand-off zone.
The Lobos got pff to a ba,a: start
in teh 880-yard relay but Matison
and Rivers ran vek-y fin~ legs and
gave New Mexico a slight lead.
San Jose State's Tommy Smith
ran a sizzling 20-ftat anchor leg
to edge San Jose State into first
place. The Striders also overtook
UNM to garner seeond place as
both finished with 1 :24.5. San
Jose State had a time of 1:23.8.
Cox Tired at Finish
A slight lead was built up by
the Lobos in their first time out
for the sprint medley. Anchor man

Pat Cox led in to the last turn
but seemed to tire and the Lobos
lost the eve11t. ·
Among other Lobos who placed
in the individual competitions was
miler Mike Thorton. The long
distance ace placed second with
a time of 4:05.7 behind Bureson
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Publications Board decided last . ~ ' Ormsby replied, "I know that
night to' authorize the lJNM it (the MIRAGE) will be done ••-;printing plant •.to start printing to what extent of completion I can
the MIRAGE today.
only speculate." Regarding incomPublications . Board met to de~
cide the fate of the yearboPk pleted pages which are retarding
which, after missing several dead- the printing of the yearbook,
lines, is still unready to gp to Ormsby said, "the figure is down
press.
to 19 pages/'
:
Dr. William Huber, chairman of
Most of the 19 pages are dethe board, told ~ditor Tom Ormsby voted to photographs of organi"We expect the printing plant zations, Ormsby reported, "What
to start- rolling and for you not is the Publication Board's obligato hold them up a single item. We., tion to them. (the· organizations)
expect yQu ;to do the utmost to:'' ·and ~ow far has it been carried
comply to the letter with all con- ·• out?
tract obligations."
Ormsby said that organizations

were supposed to make appointments for the identification of
persons in photographs. He added
that the majority of organizations
whose members ·have not beenidentified had been asked to send
in a representative to make the
identifications.
Chuck Lanier, MIRAGE associate editor, said, "We supplied
the photographer with name
sheets . • . but we never received
them back."
Can't Blame Organizations
Huber said, "We can't hold the
organizations responsible · if Mr.
Lanier's statement is true."

Bill Pa·Ssed by Senate
Makes Yell Squad Coed
gate tlaa ~Glil· li4>Jays OUlCI

.

Wors DefY Rules,
Professor Cloims

is

.

YOUR BEST
DRESS SLACKS
SLACKS, JEANS and WALK SHORTS
. with

at the cost of Casual Slacks!

FaraPress®

NEVER NEED IRONING
fARAH MANUFACTURING CO,, INC, e El. PASO, TEXAS

n•lil!r'J'i1tiil' bom No-

39· Ploces Open ·
On Committees
BY CHUCK NOLAND

LOBO Staff Writer
The Yell Leaders will change
from a squad of 6 men to one
made up of 3 men and 3 women,
effective immediately, by order of
Student Senate Bill 3, passed in
S.enate's regular meeting · Tuesday night in the Union.
The bill was prepared on the
basis of an opinion poll question
placed on the ballots in this
spring's election. The . question
asked of voters was whether they
would prefer, an all-male or a
half-and-half squad. The 3-rttan,
3-woman squad was preferred by
a margin of 70 votes.
'!'he Yell Leaders w:ere allpcat-

Eleven
By United'l»ress Internati!)nal
WASHINGTON- The Defense
Department made a reluctant admission yesterday that 11 U.S.
airrtten have been killed in combat
operations since May, 1964, over
Laos which borders Viet Nam.
A statement answered many
long standing inquiries. Also disclosed was the £act that less than
20 others are in a "missing or detained status.''
Although the Pentagon statement showed no evidence of the
fact, U.s. operations o\'er Laos
are known to have undergone a
drastic change since he reconnaissance missions began two

~.

vember 11.ntil about A:prfJ 26 wlt~r,..
the letters appeared. We have
perhaps been somewhat negligent
when we accepted delays in deadlines without demanding full explanations."

'

By ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
Guerrilla wars defy rules and
regulations said Dr. Gunther E.
Rothenberg, UNM history professor, in a speech last night in
the Union.
.
Rothenberg said that more
often the guerrilla does not win,
but the government loses. He said
there are three reasons for the
government losing. First, it too
weak and the guerrilla has the
support of a great number of
people. Second, the government
ti1:es of fighting the guerrilla and
gives up. Third, in order to stay,
the government could adopt ruthless policies, which would be imPO!!Sible.
Rothenberg said that the most
dangerous possibilities a government could take would be to drop
bombs or to say that the war is
none of their business and withdraw, "If it is not the Viet Nam
·war, it would be a war spmewhere
else in the world!'
There is nothing new about
(Continued on page 6)

..

Student Publications Business
Supervisor told . the Board that
some of the problems of identification "arose from haVing no one
in the MIRAGE office. Someone
would come in to identify a pic- .
ture and there was no one there.''
Member of the board Dr. Gerald Graff said to Ormsby, "The
question of your availability bas
come up before and you have answered that you were available.''
Graff asked Ormsby for his reaction to letters to the LOBO charging that he had been unavailable
and negligent.
"I would be the first to admit
1 had been negligent and absent
when 1 should have been here,"
Orrttsby said. He went on to say
that he felt he had fulfilled ..U.W
duties during the past few weeks.
"The general drift of the letter
is that in meetings when you were
charged with negligence you have
shifted the responsibility," Graff
said.
"You'll have to ask Mr. Lanier
and Mr. Kendall if they think I
am negligent," Ormsby replied.
Lanier and Kendall are MIRAGE
staff members.
Began To Work
Lanier told the board, "After
my letter and Tom's Teply, he has
been working with us. Up until
that time I think the criticisms
are just and valid.''
Huber said. "Mr. OrDUiby is
11:1;1ilt,. ot very poor jud~tement and
il~gho·

administration! 'problems.

Netmen Win, 7-2

'·

:. "p>ub Board Te.lls ..~E-ditor
1:rap Up Yearbook

AL SPOKESMEN at last night's publications board meeting were Dean·
Huber (top) and MIRAGE
editor Tom ~~sby. The special
-meeting ..s ·c:auoo· to inv~ti

tim...

Fr~ pickur>, k, delivery. E a: E _Typewr•ler &rv~e. 221't Coitl SE, phone
:z43.0588.
T.he Lobo tennis team beat Ari- PERSON~JZED •!'d creative' •!U!ratioM
L~
and restyJ,ng. &wmR: and mendmg, Mrs.
zona State 7-2 Saturday af...,rnoon
Hover 207 stantord SE (oilooe to Uni·
at the UNM t:ourts • .Steve Foster, •• , "£l"'i!Yl. phon~ 242-7533.
, .
who was .nursing lin injury:Jost~ , . . •. PERSONALS
.
.
"three !!ets' to AS:!)"s Dave Farm- -'GREETIN'G"iiids for eYe& Ol!<a~ion. eo;,..
, · 6 2 1 6 12 10·· T.h Lobo ''d..
temporary Mother'l DQ-. Alllo QuaUty
• "~r. - , • ' . - .:
e . . .. ~. uo
Wedding fnvilatiGIUI. Groiham'a HoUSt! of
. o} Quinn-Jollensten lost In aoulffi!'s
Hallmark, 3501 Lomas NE.
.
to to Bosworth and Wright of the FLYING otudenle eheck. our 'llew' low..,.
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NCAA Champs Twice
-

No.

·;.;,; !$

Lobo Batmen Defeat_.
Arizona State tied the score in
The New Mexico Lobos won two
out of three games played with the fifth and went ahead in the
defending NCAA champion Ari- sixth but relief pitcher Bill Po11:ona State by defeating the Sun sen's single in the eighth inning
Devils 5·2 and 4-3 in the three drove in Ron Bunt after the Lobos
games series played at Lobo field had. again tied up the score in
the bottom of the sixth.
this past weekend.
Friday afternoon the Lobo batment took a 5-2 victory over the
Arizona State team as Lobo hurler Bob McAulay fanned 17 Sun
Devil Batters.
One Short of Record
McAulay, whose strikeouts
were one short of the UNM record of 18, struck out ten different
men. Two of the 17 came on caJled
third strikes. The Lobo ace retired
the side on strikes in the first
inning and got . two out in all
other innings except the sixth
and ninth.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
The Lobos got three unearned .( line ad., 65e-4
$2.00. IDRrticms
must
be submitted by noon on day before
runs in the eighth inning to break publication
to Room 159, Shtdmt Publieathe 2-2 tie and win the game.
tions Buildimr. Phone 271..(002 or 217-'102.
, FOR SALE
Lobos Droplll!d 16-0
2 TUXEDOS C"..Uter Six") one white coat
On Saturday afternoon the Sun
and one blacl< .coat. $20 each. Size 39.
Call Mr. Reis at 268-6360, 816 La Veta
Devils came back and avenged
' NE~ '5/2, 4. 5, G.
themselves with a 1&-0 victory
"Sterling" nortable typ~
over the Lobos by going through SMITH-CORONA
writer with ease. Excellent condition ..
five Lobo pitchers. New Mexico's
$50. See at ltoom 159, Student Publications Building•. 277-4002. 5/2; 4, 5, 6.
Terry Boning, Jim Hinkle, Jim
SWIMMING oool. Fene<d and fiJU!red. ExKalk and Paul Cleveland tried to
cellent 8 room home, 1 =%. baths, garage,
stop the Sun Devils with no luck.
harbeque,. ·patio, landscaping. Hard wood
floo.,, duetro heating rl: cooling. SpotNew Mexico's Dave Smith"'""- Extras. $19,000. Faculty owrter.
finally bad sortie success in halt255-8228. 4/27, 28, 29. 5/2.
ing the Arizona State batter!!, HAND KNit' ..11 wool roll collar ponehored and lfti!Y. $15.110. WiU alw knit othSmith held the Sun Devils to two
. cts· to Yoilt color selection. P. Boyd,
hits in the last four innings of
256-2862. 4/21, ~8. 29, 5/i!.
play.
FORtti':NT
Take4-3 Win
FURNISHED J;®IJI•• wal)<ing distallcc to
University.. AbsoJuteJy private entrance
_ Saturday night's gartte saw the ·
and bath. Call 24Z.95'7ll. 5/Z-5/13.
Lobos squeak by with a 4-3 win
· SERVICES
~o;s UNM got three unearned runs
TYPEWRlTER
~~&lcs 6: repair, ·Speeial
?ff errors by the Sun Devils.
· rates to UNM otudenftl on all machines.
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Kenny Head

The MIRAGE is on the h11rizon! !

SIXTY..S~V~NTJI YE.Ait OF ~DITORIAL FREEDOM

The UNM Women's Invitational
Gymnastics meet Saturdajt was
won by UNM. The Lobos beat
their closest rivals Colorado State
College, 131-96.
Lobo team member Bonnie Bennet took firsts in the balance
beam, free exercise and tumbling
to win best all-around. Eastern's
Cindy Scanlon was seco11d while
third place went to Dorthy Fors-..
berg of Colorado State College.

------~------------------------

~

.71"1

EXICOLO

UNM Womeo Win
Gymnastics Meet.

A LOBO TEAM member gets patched up during one of the
games with nll.tionaJly ranked number 2 Arizona State. The Lobos
won two out pf the three game series played this weekend with
the defending NCAA collegiate champs. i

I

'

(4;01.4) who ran unattached.
Lobo cinderman John Baker
placed fourth in the mile (4:06.9)
while team mate Web Loudat fin·
ished fifth in the 3,000 meter .
steeplechase with a time of 9: 19.6.
Knight Takes Second
Fred Knight took a second
place in the 440-yard h11.rdles with
a time of 53.1. Distance man Ron
Eller took third place in the 10,000 meters by clocking a 31:34,4.
At the Drake relays Lobo
George Scott finished fourth in
the three mile event on Friday ·
but dropped out of the 5,000
meters at Mt. San Antonio after
going about two miles.
Boh Neutzling, former- Lobo
star, could clear only 15 feet
while competing for the 49er
Track Club.
Former Lobo star Adolph
PlummeT took third place in the
220-yard dash with a time of 21.3:
Freshman Harold Busby of UCLA
took first place in the event with
a time of 21.0.

EW

ed $600 for their 1966-67 budget.
Tryouts for tlie new group will
be held May 12.
( Other Bills Passed
Senate also considered and
passed 4 bills as emergency legislation.
Two bills dealing with UNM's
membership in the newly-formed
Western Collegiate Association
were passed. They were Bill 4, an
act ratifying the constitution of
the WCA, and Bill 13, an act allocating $75 from the reserve
fund to pay the expenses pf the
Associated Students President,
Vice-President, and one other student to the WCA eonference.
Bill 19, . which established re-

quirements for both a selection
board and selection of delegates to
the United States National Student Association Congress this
summer, was passed.
Bill 17, an act allocating $35 to
the Committee on the University
to pay for lunches for participants in next Wednesday's Con·
ference on the University, was
also passed as emergency legislation.
21 Appointments Approved
Senate President Jim McAdams
announced and had approved by
Senate 21 committee appointments. They included Steering
Committee: Tom Toppino, chair(Continued on page 8)

The following positions in student government are open for the
1966-67 school year:
Publications Board, three members and one chairman; Radio
Board, four members and a chair~
man; Cultural Committee, six
members al)d a chairman; Rlr,l.bt
Committee, three members and a
chairman; Committee on the University ,a chairman; Student Affairs, three members and a chairman; NSA Corttmittee, twp rttembers; National and International
Affairs, two merttbers and a. chairman; Intramurals and Recreation
Board, three members and a chairrttan; and Student Court, three
assistant justices and a chief justice.
Dan DenJiison, ASUNM president, said he hopes to fill as many
of these positions as possible before the end of this semester.

In Laos
years ago. Those missions, as the
State -and Defense Departments
said originally, were to check on
movements of North Vietnamese
and others in Loas, a neutral
country under the 1962 Geneva
agreements. More recently, the·
Ho Chi Minh trail feeding men
and supplies through Laos into
South Viet Nam has been l,lnder
heavy air bombing.
V.C. Refuse Information
on Prisoners
GENEVA
Authoritative
sources in Geneva have report!!d
o11 secret talks coneerning U.S.
prisoners held in North Viet Nam.

The American Red Cross and
the Viet CPng met in Prague but.
the Communists refused to budge
from their position. According to
the sources, · the Communists
showed no signs of being willing
I$1Leuflff!ly• with international conventions requiring names of pris.
oners be given to the Red Cross.
Hanoi has even refused to teU
how many prisoners it holds.
Presidential envoy· Averill liar·
riman flies to Geneva today to discuss the prisoner situation with
the International Committee of
the Red Cross. It is expected he
will ask the Red ·cross to keep
trying in appeals to Hanoi.
(Cc.ntinued on Page 3)

JOHN VOGEL, STUDENT BODY president at the University
of Albuquerque, is seen conferring with ASUNM president Dan
llennison about the Hector Garcia Coneert. The concert is being
held to raise money for the Dennis Chavez Memorial Library to
be built on the U. of A. cam11us.
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